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What is the best hamilton beach single serve coffee maker pods

Over 25% of North Americans make their morning coffee with a single-serve brewer. The dominant brand is Keurig, although there are other contenders like Tassimo, Nespresso and several others.I understand why these brewers are so popular. They make life easy. Add water to the brewer, lock in a K-Cup, disc or capsule, and press the brew
button.And you’re done. As they say in the ads...no mess and no fuss.I get that.I’m just not sure people actually do the math on the true cost of using these brewers.Regardless of the brand, you’re going to pay more than $100 for most models. Mid-range models will cost you $150 and up. Fancier single serve brewers cost more than $200.Now for the
cost of each cup of coffee you brew.As an example, if you buy a box of 16 K-Cups of the Starbucks Breakfast blend, you’ll pay about 93 cents for each cup of coffee.But if you buy the same coffee as loose beans or ground coffee in a bag, and brew it in a regular coffee maker, it will cost you about 33 cents for each 6-ounce cup of coffee you brew.That’s
right... for the convenience of using a K-Cup you are paying almost three times as much for each cup of coffee.Which brings us to... The Single Serve “The Scoop” Coffee Maker. I wasn’t sent this brewer by the manufacture or some PR company. I bought it myself. Just to show you something.Because to my mind, this simple machine is the thinkingperson’s answer to single serve brewing.First off, you can buy it for under $50. I paid about $40 for this one. That’s about a third of the price of a low-end single-serve brewer from the likes of Keurig.Next, as you’ll see from the video demo, this brewer works with loose coffee. It has a coffee scoop that doubles as a filter. Just scoop the coffee, place the
scoop/filter in the brew head, press the start button and you’re done.Does it take longer than using a K-Cup? Well, I’ll grant you that it might take you an extra two seconds – the difference between grabbing a K-Cup and scooping some coffee.Plus... If you're a coffee lover who cares about the environment. Billions of K-Cups, discs and capsules get
thrown into the trash each year. Last year alone over 9 BILLION K-Cups ended up in landfills. They’re not recyclable. They’re plastic trash.Use the Hamilton Beach brewer and you solve that problem. You can put the used coffee grinds in your compost or spread them on your flower beds. And if you do put them in the trash, no harm is done.And... If
you have a single-serve brewer that keeps breaking down. We have a few discussion threads on this site about how often single-serve brewers break down. Here is one of them.Well, the Hamilton Beach brewer is much, much simpler in its construction, with way fewer parts that could go wrong. Plus it has a 5-year warranty.Five years? We should run
a contest to see if anyone has ever had a mainstream single serve brewer that lasted that long without having a problem.So there you go.That’s my pitch for people who like the convenience of a single-serve brewer, but would rather not pay more than they need to every time they brew a cup of coffee. If you can’t find the Hamilton Beach brewer
locally, you can get it on Amazon.com. The Hamilton Beach "The Scoop". Single-serve coffee at a regular coffee price. NOTE: This product was sent to us free in return for a review. (That said, we always reserve the right NOT to review a free product if we don't like it, or feel you wouldn't like it.) About the author: Nick Usborne, aka Coffee Detective,
is a writer and long-time coffee enthusiast. Read more… Sign up for occasional newsletters about the best coffees and brewing equipment. Plus special updates from the Coffee Detective Coffee Store… Activate and hold the button to confirm that you’re human. Thank You! Try a different method For all the coffee drinkers and aficionados who despise
the long café lines, dread the overwhelming coffee options or need a fix for those early morning caffeine pains — fear no more! There's finally an affordable, low-maintenance coffee maker that can brew basic or premium roast coffee in a fraction of the time and cost as the coffeehouse: the Hamilton Beach 2-Way Programmable Coffee Maker. This
versatile coffee maker lets you brew up to 14 oz. into a cup or travel mug with your favorite ground coffee: just scoop, place and brew. Any loose coffee grounds can be used (not compatible with K-Cup®* pods). When you want a full pot, the carafe side brews up to 12 cups with ground coffee and gives you the option to program your coffee in advance
for wake-up ready coffee. The Hamilton Beach 2-Way Programmable Coffee Maker includes a 12 cup glass carafe and single-serve mesh scoop to easily measure and fill ground coffee. The Hamilton Beach 2-Way Programmable Coffee Maker is not compatible with K-Cup®* pods. Travel mugs and cups are not included. 2 ways to brew Single Cup or
Full Pot Brew a single-serve cup or a full pot of coffee with your favorite ground coffee. Whichever way you brew, the Hamilton Beach Programmable Coffee Maker makes it easy to do both. Not compatible with K-Cup®* pods. Easy to useWith the included mesh scoop, adding your favorite ground coffee to brew a cup of coffee couldn’t be easier: just
scoop, place and brew. There's no need to use a separate scoop or measure coffee before brewing. Simple single-cup brewing — doesn't use k-cup* podsBrew a cup for one using loose ground coffee (not compatible with K-Cup pods). With the included mesh scoop, adding your favorite ground coffee couldn’t be easier: just scoop, place and brew.
Peace of mind with 2 hour automatic shutoffHow many times have you walked out the door, only to wonder: did I turn the coffee maker off? Now there's no worry or turning around to check, since the coffee maker turns off automatically after 2 hours. Programmable for wake-up ready coffeeProgram the Hamilton Beach coffee maker with the time you
want to start brewing, fill with water and add ground coffee. When you wake up, coffee will be hot and ready to drink. Not compatible with K-Cup®* pods.K-Cup®* is a registered trademark of Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. Use of the K-Cup®* trademark does not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by Keurig Green Mountain, Inc. amazon This
story was updated by the Good Housekeeping Institute Kitchen Appliances and Technology Lab led by Deputy Director Nicole Papantoniou in November 2021 to add five newly tested, top-rated single-serve coffee makers to the list, including the Bella One Cup Coffee Maker, De'Longhi Dinamica Fully Automatic Coffee Maker & Espresso Machine,
Hamilton Beach FlexBrew Trio Coffee Maker and Nutribullet Brew Choice Pod + Carafe.A single-serve coffee maker offers the convenience and speed of making just one cup of coffee at a time, exactly the way you like it. If you live on your own and don't need to brew a full pot of coffee every morning, or your family members each have their own
particular coffee preferences, a single-serve coffee maker is for you. While most people use them at home, single-serve coffee machines are also helpful in dorm rooms and offices. It means there will be no wasted coffee (or water!) since you’re only brewing 5 to 12 ounces at a time, and you're always guaranteed a fresh, hot cup right when you want
it.However, not all single-serve coffee makers are created equal. Here at the Good Housekeeping Institute Kitchen Appliances Lab, we love a great cup of coffee and regularly run tests in our quest to find the best coffee machines on the market. Over the years we have brewed over 1,000 cups of coffee in different coffee makers, including French
presses, portable coffee makers, Nespresso machines, cold brew coffee makers and espresso machines, to find the tastiest cups of coffee you can brew at home.How we test single-serve coffee makersTo find the best single-serve coffee makers, the kitchen tech experts in the Good Housekeeping Institute tested 15 best-selling and highly-rated models
from brands we trust, including AeroPress, Cuisinart, Hamilton Beach, Keurig and Nespresso. When we test single-serve coffee makers, we evaluate how straightforward each model is to set up and use, as well as how easy it is to clean the coffee machine after use. We also consider ease of use when it comes to filling the water reservoir, preheat time
and brew time.When making coffee, we measure how much coffee splatters during brewing and how much drips afterwards. We record the temperature and volume of numerous coffees brewed from the same machine to compare consistency and most importantly, we taste them in search of a full-bodied cup of coffee with little to no acidity and
bitterness. Also considered: the cost and availability of coffee pods, refills and paper filters. Our list includes the top-performing machines in our hands-on tests, as well as popular ones from brands our experts have tested in the past and trust. Here are our recommendations for the best single-serve coffee makers you can buy in 2022:Best Overall
Single-Serve Coffee Maker: Keurig K-EliteBest Value Single-Serve Coffee Maker: BLACK+DECKER Single-Serve Coffee MakerBest Single-Serve Coffee Maker With Thermal Carafe: Keurig K-Duo PlusBest Single-Serve Coffee and Espresso Maker: Breville-Nespresso USA VertuoPlusBest Single-Serve Coffee Maker for Camping: AeroPress Coffee and
Espresso MakerBest Large-Capacity Single-Serve Coffee Maker: Cuisinart Premium Single-Serve BrewerBest Single-Serve Coffee Maker with Frother: Keurig K-CafeBest Single-Serve Coffee Maker Without Pods: Bella One Cup Coffee MakerMost Versatile Single-Serve Coffee Maker: Hamilton Beach FlexBrew Trio Coffee MakerBest Combination
Single-Serve Coﬀee Maker: Nutribullet Brew Choice Pod + CarafeWhat to look for when buying a single-serve coﬀee maker✔ Single-use coﬀee pods vs. reusable ﬁlters: Most single-serve coﬀee makers use store-bought coﬀee pods, like the popular K-Cup pods from Keurig. Pods are small plastic or aluminum cups that contains pre-portioned ground
coffee and a built-in filter. K-Cups and capsules are convenient to use, but are more expensive than using your own ground coffee. And while some pods are recyclable, like K-Cups, you need to remove the grounds and foil first, and check with your local recycling facility that they can process the type of plastic your pods are made from. Soft pods are a
popular alternative: The ground coffee comes in a tea bag-like round paper filter, which eliminates the plastic waste. If you prefer a coffee maker with no pods, there are single-serve machines that feature a reusable filter to fill with your own ground coffee. Reusable filters are definitely the more eco-friendly option, but note that the filters do need to
be washed after each use. All of the reusable ﬁlters we tested were easy to detach from the coﬀee maker and dishwasher-safe. We recommend adding two tablespoons of ground coﬀee into the reusable ﬁlter for a six-ounce cup of coﬀee.✔ Water reservoir: Consider how often you brew coﬀee. For two or more servings per day, you would beneﬁt from a
large water reservoir which means less refilling. When it comes to refilling, some water reservoirs are removable and have handles that make it easy to carry to the sink to refill and clean, while others are permanently attached to the coffee maker. Others lack a water reservoir altogether and require you to measure and add the amount of water you
want to brew each time.✔Brewing options: While some single-serve coﬀee makers brew only one size of a cup, some models provide more brewing options from single espresso shots up to 16 ounces (perfect for a travel mug), with coﬀee choices ranging from basic (like regular or strong brew coﬀee) to fancy (think iced drinks, or even cappuccinos
and lattes on more advanced models that have milk frothing attachments). ✔ Speed: One advantage of single-serve coﬀee makers is that you can get a cup of coﬀee quickly. Some models have a powerful heating mechanism that can boil water and brew coﬀee in less than one minute! Others require you to heat and pour your own water over the
ground coffee. In our tests, the average time it took to brew an eight-ounce cup of coffee was about two minutes. 1 Best Overall Single-Serve Coffee Maker K-Elite $130 AT AMAZON $178 AT KOHL'S This top-performing single-serve coffee maker brewed the best tasting coffee in our tests: it was consistently flavorful, full-bodied and smooth. Its easyto-use control panel has simple buttons that allow you to choose from five drink sizes (from four to 12 ounces) and regular, strong or iced brews. But take note: The serving size options on the control panel aren't clearly marked with numbers (there are only pictures of cups in different heights). The owner’s manual was clear and easy to follow,
helping our testers quickly identify how to brew a cup of coffee. Out of all of the coffee makers we tested, the Keurig K-Elite boasted the largest water reservoir at 75 ounces (or about nine cups of coffee) — meaning you won't have to refill constantly. If you prefer to use your own ground coffee, there's also a reusable filter attachment that can be
purchased separately. Although our testers noted that it preheats in under one-and-a-half minutes, if you don’t like waiting, this coffee maker has an auto-on feature that sets the exact time you want it to turn on in the morning. (If you want even more control over starting your brew, our testers also recommend Keurig's new K-Supreme Plus SMART
Single Serve Coffee Maker, which allows you to customize your coffee and start brewing through an app on your phone.)This model is available in brushed silver, slate and gold. Brew sizes: 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 ounces Brew options: Regular, strong, iced and hot water Water reservoir: Removable 75-ounce capacity Coffee type: K-Cup or reusable filter
filled with ground coffee 2 Best Value Single-Serve Coffee Maker Single Serve Coffee Maker The BLACK+DECKER Single-Serve Coffee Maker is a compact brewer that's great if you're short on countertop space and looking for a modest price tag. This basic machine includes just one simple control function: A start button that automatically shuts off
at the end of the brew cycle. We found the included 16-ounce travel mug useful as a measuring cup to fill the water reservoir. The machine will brew all of the water you add, so make sure you measure your coffee accordingly. This machine includes a reusable filter that our analysts found easy to remove and clean. Another plus? All non-electric parts
are top-rack dishwasher safe, so it's extra easy to clean up after making a cup. But beware if you decide not to use a travel mug: Our testers noticed that when using a regular mug, hot coffee would often splatter while brewing.Brew sizes: 16 ounces Brew options: Regular Water reservoir: Attached 16-ounce capacityCoffee type: Soft pod or reusable
filter filled with ground coffee 3 Best Single-Serve Coffee Maker with Thermal Carafe K-Duo Plus $191 AT AMAZON $220 AT WAYFAIR $255 AT KOHL'S This machine was one of the few we tested that consistently brewed coffee at the same temperature and volume. Compatible with K-Cups and Keurig's reusable filter for ground coffee, the resulting
coffee tasted flavorful and well-rounded. We love that the Keurig K-Duo Plus has multiple brew options and includes a thermal carafe that keeps up to 12 cups of coffee hot without a warming plate making it perfect for brunches where you want to keep the carafe at the table. The machine can fit a cup up to eight inches tall (like a travel mug), the
most space we saw in testing.One of our favorite features is the 60-ounce removable water reservoir that rotates to the left, right or back to fit your counter space. Not only can you pre-program it to brew coffee up to 24 hours in advance, this machine also has a button to pause the coffee maker mid-brew so that you can pour coffee from the carafe
while it's still brewing.Brew Sizes: 6, 8, 10 and 12 ounces; up to 12 cups in carafeBrew options: Regular and strong Water reservoir: Removable 60-ounce capacity Coffee type: K-Cup or reusable filter filled with ground coffee 4 Best Single-Serve Coffee and Espresso Maker VertuoPlus $210 AT AMAZON $210 AT BED BATH AND BEYOND The best
espresso machine you can buy according to our tests, the Nespresso VertuoPlus makes a well-rounded brew with frothy crema that was consistent in temperature and volume every time. It can also brew other great-tasting single-serve coffee drinks, including double espresso, lungo and regular coffee that in sizes up to 14 ounces. When brewing
coffee, our tasters were impressed by the foamy but smooth crema that made the coffee seem silky smooth; one tester didn’t even need to add milk although that’s how she normally drinks her coffee. The coffee maker features a sleek and modern design that our testers found to be functional and easy to use. Coffee is ready with just one touch of a
button, no fussing with brew size or coffee types since the machine reads the barcode on the coffee capsule and brews it accordingly. The Nespresso VertuoPlus only takes large Nespresso capsules, but they come in nearly 30 flavor options.Brew sizes: 1.35, 2.7, 5, 8 and 14 ounces Brew options: Regular coffee and espresso Water reservoir:
Removable 37-ounce capacity Coffee type: Large Nespresso capsules 5 Best Single-Serve Coffee Maker for Camping Coffee and Espresso Maker The Aeropress is a coffee brewer made of a plastic tube with a filter on one end and a removable plunger on the other. The gadget is placed, filter-side down, over a cup and filled with ground coffee and hot
water (you will need a separate source of hot water to brew the coffee, like a kettle). The plunger pushes the coffee down into the cup.At less than six inches tall and about four inches wide, the AeroPress is compact and travel-friendly. Plus, it was one of the few in our tests that does not require coffee pods.Our testers liked that all parts comfortably
fit into a gallon-sized zip top bag making it perfect for packing, plus it was a breeze to wash. The AeroPress does require brand-specific paper filters (350 are included with the product) and we recommend carefully reading the simple but important-to-follow instructions to get the best tasting cup of coffee. Brew sizes: Up to eight ounces Brew options:
Espresso, Americano and cold brew Water reservoir: NoneCoffee type: Reusable filter filled with ground coffee 6 Best Large-Capacity Single-Serve Coffee Maker Premium Single-Serve Brewer $140 AT AMAZON $160 AT KOHL'S There are many reasons why we recommend the Cuisinart Premium Single-Serve Brewer for an office. It features a 72ounce removable water reservoir that eliminates the need for frequent refills andcomes with a reusable filter that is brilliantly hidden in a compartment on the right side of the machine. Our testers found it easy to access and use and it takes virtually no time to preheat — of all the coffee makers we tested, this model brewed a cup of coffee fastest, in
under one-and-a-half minutes. It also consistently brewed the hottest cup of coffee at 172º F.Choose from five drink sizes on an LED-lit control panel that is easy to read and use. Its programmable rinse cycle flushes out residual flavors between brews and our testers liked that it consistently brewed flavorful and well-rounded coffee. Brew sizes: 4, 6,
8, 10 and 12 ouncesBrew options: Regular and hot water Water reservoir: Removable 72-ounce capacity Coffee type: K-Cup or reusable filter filled with ground coffee 7 Best Single-Serve Coffee Maker With Frother K-Cafe $200 AT AMAZON $235 AT KOHL'S $200 AT BED BATH AND BEYOND If you like frothy milk in your latte or cappuccino, this
single-serve coffee maker is for you. The Keurig K-Cafe not only makes regular coffee, it can also brew shots for lattes and cappuccinos using a regular K-Cup. (We recommend buying the espresso roast K-cups that have a stronger flavor.) The built-in frother with steaming cup will prepare both hot and cold milk in under two minutes and it's
dishwasher-safe. It also has a lid so you can store extra frothed milk in the fridge for next time. The Keurig K-Cafe features a well-marked and easy-to-use control panel for both brewing coffee and frothing milk. One of our favorite features is the "strong" button that brews a fuller flavored cup no matter which size you choose.Brew sizes: 6, 8, 10 and
12 ounces Brew options: Regular and strong brew, lattes and cappuccinosWater reservoir: Removable 60-ounce capacity Coffee type: K-Cup or reusable filter filled with ground coffee 8 Best Single-Serve Coffee Maker Without Pods One Scoop One Cup Coffee Maker This single-serve coffee maker uses a small reusable filter with coffee grounds so no
pods or paper filters are required. It has a 14-ounce water tank and can make a larger cup of coffee, such as in a travel mug. Unlike most coffee machines that accommodate travel mugs but cause splashing with a shorter mug, this coffee maker is equipped with an adjustable drip tray, so there’s less coffee splattering onto the counter. The small
footprint and compact design also make it ideal if you have limited counter space or need to store it when finished.Brew sizes: Up to 14 ouncesBrew options: RegularWater reservoir: 14 ouncesCoffee type: Ground coffee 9 Most Versatile Single-Serve Coffee Maker Flexbrew Trio Coffee Maker $96 AT AMAZON $105 AT WAYFAIR $110 AT
FARMANDFLEET.COM With this Hamilton Beach machine you can make a full pot of coffee and a single-serve at the same time with two different reservoirs, making it great for when you have company over and need a full pot and a single-serve of tea or if you and your partner have different coffee preferences. The 12-cup carafe has the option to
choose regular or bold coffee and the single-serve side lets you brew with K-Cups or the ground coffee of your choice. In our tests, we found this coffee maker easy to use without needing to refer to the instruction manual. We were impressed with the 40-ounce water reservoir that eliminates the need for frequent refills — the tank is also removable
making required refills a breeze. We found the temperature of its just-brewed coffee to be hot but not piping hot if that's your thing, though it did have a fairly fast brew time. Brew sizes: Up to 12 ounces or a single cupBrew options: Regular or boldWater reservoir: 12 cups for the carafe and 14 ounces for single-serveCoffee type: Ground coffee, KCup or reusable single-serve filter filled with ground coffee 10 Best Combination Single-Serve Coffee Maker Nutribullet Brew Choice Pod + Carafe If you find yourself needing a full pot of coffee some days and a single cup on others, Nutribullet just launched their first single-serve coffee maker with the option of being able to brew a single cup or
swap out the pod for a filter so you can brew a full pot of coffee. The single-serve pod setting allows for 6-, 8- and 12-ounce sizes and the carafe has the option of brewing six, nine and 12 cups of coffee. While you do need to swap between pods and the filter to brew a single cup or a full-size pot rather than having both functions side by side, this
machine has a relatively small footprint while still giving both options.Brew sizes: 6, 9, or 12-cup carafe and 6, 8 or 10-ounce cup Brew options: RegularWater reservoir: Up to 12 cupsCoffee type: Ground coffee, K-Cup or reusable single-serve filter filled with ground coffee This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io
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